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Aloo tikki nutrition information

We have updated our privacy policy, which is in force on 25 May 2018. We did this in the preparation of the new EU Data Privacy Act, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Please take the time to review the updated documentation by clicking on the Privacy Policy link at the bottom of this page. By continuing to use this Service on 25 May 2018 or after, you agree to our
updated Privacy Policy. Eat better. I feel better. Please note that some foods may not be suitable for some people and you are urged to seek advice from a doctor before you start any weight loss or diet regimen. Although the information provided on this page is presented in good faith and is believed to be correct, FatSecret does not provide any representations or guarantees
regarding its completeness or accuracy and you use all information, including nutritional value, at your own risk. All trademarks, copyrights and other forms of intellectual property are the property of their respective owners. Homemade79%12gKarbi15%1gFat7%1gProtein How does this food fit into your daily goals? Activity needed for burning: 120 calories18 Minutes cycling 12
Minutes running 44 Minutes of cleaning Check out the full aloo Tikki Recipe &amp; Instructions Here are the foods from our collection of nutrients that have been used for nutritional calculations of this recipe. Calories per dose of aloo tikki 84 calories of potatoes, raw, (0.33 large (3 to 4-1/4 dia.)) 40 calories sunflower oil, (0.33 tbsp)10 calories Belog bread, (0.08 cups, mutters)0
calorie salt, (0.17 tsp) Page 2 View the full Corn Chowder Recipe & Inspiration Here are the foods from our food nutrition database that were used for the nutrition calculations of this recipe. Calories per dose of corn chocolate 51 calories milk, 1%, (0.50 cups)49 calories wheat flour, white, bread, enriched, (0.10 cups)40 calories yellow sweetcorn, frozen, (0.25 cup cores)31 calories
canola oil, (0.25 tbsp)26 calories potatoes, Raw, (0.25 beads sliced)2 calories from onions, raw, (0.50 tbsp logging)1 kal Paršuna, (0,06 cups)1 calories salty peppers (bell), (0,50 tbsp)1 calorie celera, raw, (0,50 tbsp) Main data: Aloo Tikki Budgens 1 Dose 51 calories 6.8 grams carbohydrates 1.8 gram fat 1.2 gram protein 1 gram fiber 0 mg cho stelesterol 0 grams of zasice grease
0 mg sodium 0 grams seceta 0 grams trans fats Report a problem with this food Potash: Items purchased after clicking on amazon buttons dace give us a small bonus on referrals. If you click them, thank you!
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